Proof. We first note that the harmonic function in three variables H(X), may be generated from the function of two complex variables by the Whittaker-Bergman operator [2] ,
where / is defined as above, || X-X"\\ <e,X = (xi,x2,x3),X° = (x°, x°, xjj), where £ is a regular contour in the f-plane, and €>0 is sufficiently small. We next consider the following two theorems proved by the author in a previous paper [3] . The possible singularities of a g(r, f) generated by the operator B2(V; Tt; r0, fo) (where F(r, £, p) is a harmonic function with the singularity manifold £{<£(r, £, p) =0} =;£{F(X) =0}) are those
r\E{G(X) = 0} 1.« Now, for each fixed XiEE{F(X) =0}, t= -(xx-ix2)r/2+x3 + (xi+ix2)l/2f defines t as a function of f, T = d>(Ç\Xi); also, since E {F(X) = 0} EE {S(X ; f) =/ -^(f ) = 0} one has then, ire gewera/, /or X £ [£{F(X) = 0} H E{G(X) = 0}
that T=t(t)^<t>(t)=t. There are some exceptional points (on the x3-axis), however, which may not correspond to singularities of g(t, f). This may be seen by considering the method of proof used for Theorems A and B. Both of these results were proven by using a modified form of an idea employed by Hadamard [l; 3; 4] in the proof of his theorem on the multiplication of singularities. Essentially, the method was to consider the initial domain of definition for a function given in terms of an integral representation, and then to attempt to enlarge this domain by continuously deforming the integration path, subject to the condition that in this process the integration path at no time crosses a singularity of the integrand. One notices from the reciprocal operator B2(V; Tk; t°, f°), that the points £= ±1 then have a special status in that they are fixed endpoints for the path of integration in the £-plane. Hence, it is quite possible for a branch of V(r, £, p) =H(X) to have a singularity at £= ± 1 (£=-x3/r), which does not correspond to a singularity of g(t, f) at t = \j/(%).
* G(X) = 0 is an arbitrary relation between xi, x2, and xi.
